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THEORY OF FINANCE – PART 1
Mock Question 3 (total 5 points)

Time Advised: 20‐21 minutes (for this question)
Difficulty Level: MEDIUM‐HIGH
Question 3.A (3.75 points)
Provide a precise definition of mean-variance (MV) preferences, making sure to discuss
whether it might make any difference whether such preferences were to relate to the central
moments of terminal wealth vs. the first two moments of portfolio returns. What are the
models/ assumptions supporting the adoption of a MV framework?
Debriefing:
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Question 3.B (0.75 points)
John and Mary are characterized by different mean-variance preferences, in terms of the first
two moments of portfolio returns. In particular, John is risk-averse for all wealth levels
although his risk aversion declines as (expected) wealth increases, but he (oddly) becomes
satiated for very high levels of expected wealth (hence, expected portfolio returns, call it 𝜇 ∗
𝐸 𝑅 where T is the tangency portfolio). Mary is instead non-satiated at all wealth levels, but
while she is increasingly risk-averse for low risk (call it 𝜎 ∗ ), she becomes decreasingly riskaverse above some volatility of portfolio returns (again, 𝜎 ∗ ). Assume all other ingredients of
optimal portfolio selection in a MV framework are typical, as seen in the lectures. First, plot in
two distinct graphs the maps of indifference curves of John and Mary. Second, in the same plots
locate—if it exists—the optimal portfolio that John and Mary ought to select. Carefully explain
why you have plotted the indifferences curves with the shapes you have selected and why the
optimal portfolios exist or fail to exist.
Debriefing:
In the case of John, his indifferences curves are concave because (this is especially relevant for
expected portfolio returns below 𝜇∗ ) his risk-aversion is decreasing in expected wealth and
hence in expected returns (recall that given the relationship between expected terminal wealth
and expected returns, to write about the former or the latter is equivalent, in a static
framework). More interestingly, his indifference curves will be monotone increasing up to 𝜇∗
and then turn monotone decreasing, because as John suffers from increasing risk, being
satiated, the only way to keep him indifferent is by decreasing his expected portfolio return and
terminal wealth. Because of their odd and concave shape the existence of an optimum portfolio
is not guaranteed or trivially established (but on this point, there are many possible arguments
and all adequately supported claims will be acceptable, see for instance the three red dots in
the picture).
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In the case of Mary instead, we are facing monotone increasing (because she is non-satiated),
S-shaped indifferences curves that are at first convex (because initially Mary is increasingly risk
averse) and then become concave (above 𝜎 ∗ , when she becomes decreasingly risk-averse). Also
in this case, it is possible to have multiple optimal portfolios even though the eventual concavity
of the indifferences curves should lead to the conclusion that the optimal portfolio implies
infinite leverage (see the arrows)
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Question 3.C (0.5 points)
John is a non-satiated, risk-averse investor (with increasing risk aversion as a function of
wealth and the risk of wealth) that maximizes a standard mean-variance objective that depends
on the moments of portfolio returns. You know that he invests 50% of his wealth in the riskless
asset and 50% in the tangency portfolio so that his optimal portfolio is characterized by a
standard deviation of 12%. Moreover, you know that in correspondence to John’s optimal
portfolio, the slope of the highest achievable indifference curve is equal to 0.5 and that the
expected return of the tangency portfolio is 14%. Based on this data, compute the risk-free rate
under which John is selecting his portfolio.
Debriefing:

Because 𝐸 𝑅
14% and 𝜎 𝑅
𝜔𝜎 𝑅
12% with 𝜔 0.5, it must be that 𝜎 𝑅
24%. Based on the information on the slope of the tangent (i.e., highest, given
𝜎𝑅
𝑅
convexity) indifference curve, we also know that:
𝐸𝑅
𝑅
14% 𝑅
0.5 ⟹ 𝑅
2%.
𝜎𝑅
24%
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